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Since Ferco was founded in 1983, our desire to be clients’ partner of
choice has been at the forefront of our philosophy. It is reflected in our
commitment to friendly, professional customer service and unwavering
attention to detail.

Cinemas are powerful spaces. People go to be entertained. To be
carried away by stories. To lose themselves in the world on the screen.

Our state of the art facility incorporates the latest technology and
manufacturing methods with rigorous quality control.

We have a network of offices in central locations all over the world. Filled
with knowledgable and friendly people. So we’re equipped to deliver any
seating requirement - regardless of size or location. With clients in over
60 countries, we provide global reach with a personal touch.
Our dedicated regional sales teams understand local customs. They
offer professional guidance and experience, and they’re flexible - helping
clients achieve their needs.
And we’re most proud of our people. All of them live by the belief that
nothing is impossible. They’re here to inspire you. To help you create a
cinema that in turn inspires and entertains your audiences.

Investment in luxury seating is being embraced by exhibitors around the
world from the large multiplexes to the boutique operator.
Premium seating greatly enhances audience experience, resulting in
increased client satisfaction and retention.

In-house design and manufacture capability means we deliver
design-led, world class cinema seats and enable us to set trends rather
than follow them.

Our designers are creative problem solvers - they arrive at seating
solutions that best fit your cinema. We love to talk design. Aesthetics,
solutions and functionality. This is our passion. It runs through our
company.

eating made better

The right space creates the ultimate audience experience. That is why
we’re so passionate about designing the seating that fills these spaces.

Tim Barr CEO

Looking at the big picture, we focus on the details of design. We love
aesthetics but we’re not just about design that looks great, we’re about
design with purpose.
Working with you to create a beautiful cinema space that delights your
audience and increases customer loyalty.
Attention to detail, work ethic, expertise - you can see it in every one of
our seats. This is the heart of our company.
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Cinema is in a period of exciting change and fundamental to
operator success is the ability to maxmise revenues and retain
customers.
With this in mind, Ferco has developed the Premium Collection.
Luxurious electric recliner seats which can be customised to
suit the aspirations of individual cinema operators, including
privacy booths, individual integrated tables and iPads to enable
remote ordering of food and beverages.
The Ultimate. No less.
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Discerning luxury

Saving space in every cinema

The Verona is a fully reclining cinema chair designed
for the maximum in comfort and style.

Specifically designed for cinemas where capacity and
comfort are of equal importance.

Beautifully crafted and available as a single seater, a
twin seat or a link-seat with shared armrests.

Clever design enables the backrest to recline into
the space created by moving the seat base forward
simultaneously.

erona zero wall

erona

Two individual motors control the footrest and
backrest separately, allowing any user to adjust their
reclining position to precisely their own comfort level.

As there is no gap left behind the seat, the requirement
for safety handrails is negated, resulting in lower capital
expenditure and a more pleasing aesthetic.

The Verona includes customisable options like a
footrest sensor, so no hands or valuables get caught in
moving parts.

The Verona zero wall saves space and ensures that
you maintain audience capacity. Whilst also delivering
the luxuriousness and feature options of the Premium
Verona model.

The optional easy-lift system gently and
effortlessly tips the seat forward to enable effective
cleaning and maintenance. Underseat lighting provides
a visual aid whilst doing so.
Other optional features include footrest and backrest
auto return, integrated tables, lighting, integrated
cupholders and USB charging point.
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integrated USB charging point

A premium enclosure panel is an additional feature that
creates a feeling of exclusivity and home from home
ambience. Integrated lighting helps clients locate items
and read menus.
Verona zero wall with
premium enclosure
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All the comfort. All the space

Cinematic art of comfort

erona lite

urino

An opulent, fully-reclining cinema chair in a classic,
quintessentially British design.

All the luxurious comfort of the Premium Verona without
the space requirements.

With enhanced cushioning, the Turino is the
ultimate in cinematic comfort and shares optional
features with the Premium Verona.

The Verona Lite has a motorised backrest which will enables
it to fit into many existing premium areas, improving
audience capacity and reducing capital expenditure.

This model is available as an individual, or twin
seats with the option of a pedestal table.

Available as a single, twin, or link seats with shared
armrests.

The perfect choice for state of the art home
theatres and top shelf boutique cinemas.

Customisation and additional features mirror that of the
Premium Verona.
Perfect for smaller cinema spaces.

fully reclining
twin seat
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ilano

lide Plus

The Italian job

A gentle glide back

Like the city it was named after, the Milano is all
about style.

A sleek and streamlined aesthectic for modern
cinemas.

It can be a fixed seat or with electric controls for
operating the footrest and / or backrest.

The premium glide seat option has an economical
reclining solution that operates without electric motors
and controls.

Easy. Comfy. Stylish.
As you lean back it intuitively glides into a reclined
position.

Available as a single, twin, or link seat. Milano
comes with a range of options and additional
features.
Perfect for any cinema venue.
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twin seat

Featuring an innovative sliding design that allows for
a superior seating position, simple operation and
exceptional comfort.

twin seat
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Verona

Verona
Lite

Verona
Zero Wall

Turino

Milano

Glide
verona zero wall

swivel table

verona lite
USB charging point

in-seat lighting

turino

embroidery

milano
easy-lift

auto return

milano plus

enclosure panel

Square LED numbering

call button

glide plus
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aragon
Cinema goers deserve the highest quality and comfort to complement
their movie experience.
The Paragon range is a sleek and modern collection and every single
seat is ergonomically designed. Not only are they extensively tested for
durability at our in-house facility but they are tried and tested in movie
theatres across the world.
They look great and feel even better, combining superior comfort with
oustanding value.
A wide range of customisable options and accessories meet the needs
and expectations of today’s cinema operator and their patrons.
The Exceptional. Everyday.
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5 Series

7 Series

538

755

With a distinctive headrest and a contoured
backrest, the Paragon 538 delivers outstanding
comfort and value.

The Paragon 755 is the most popular seat in the
Paragon collection and provides superior comfort
and pleasing aesthetics.

Available as fixed or tip-up seat and twin seat with
a shared armrest.

Available with a wide backrest option and as a fixed
or tip up seat. Also available as a twin seat.

Customisable with a range of cupholders.

Customisable with a range of cupholders.

twin seat

side view

wide back

588

788

The Paragon 588 is a low back seat with a
distinctive low level cupholders and sloping
armrests.

With a uniquely cushioned backrest and contoured
seat base, the Paragon 788 is supremely comfortable.

Available as fixed or tip-up seat and twin seat with
a shared armrest.

Designed with aesthetics and ergonomics in mind,
the 788 model is available as fixed or tip-up seat
and twin seat with a shared armrest.

Customisable with a range of cupholders.
.

Customisable with a range of cupholders.

twin seat
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twin seat

side view

wide back

twin seat
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8 Series

9 Series

818

918

The Paragon 818 has a luxury headrest
and wide padded backrest and seat base
designed to give superior comfort and
ergonomics.

The Paragon 918 model has a distinctive
headrest providing acoustic properties which
improve the listening experience of surround sound.

Available as fixed or tip-up seat and a
selection of cupholders.

Retractable armrests and low level
cupholders provide an additional option for
cinema goers
Available as a fixed seat model.

side view

side view

828

928

The Paragon 828 is a fixed seat model with a
distinctively designed, high backrest.

With a fixed seat, wide backrest and spacious
seat the Paragon 928 is a seat into which your
audiences will sink and relax.

Coupled with extra padding and contoured arm
rests which provide a luxury experience for
patrons.

Contoured legs and low cupholders ensure a
pleasing aesthetic.

side view
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Paragon 538

ptions
Paragon
538

Paragon
588

Paragon
755

Paragon
788

Paragon
818

Paragon
828

Paragon
918

Paragon
928

Paragon 588

Cup 1

Cup 2

Paragon 755

Cup 3

Cup 4

Paragon 788
Cup 5

Cup 6

Paragon 818
Cup 7

Cup 8

embroidery

Paragon 828

Seat numbering A

Seat numbering B

Paragon 918

Aisle light

3/4 Laminated

Rocker back

Paragon 928
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HEAD OFFICE
28 Atcham Business Park
Shrewsbury
United Kingdom
SY4 4UG
+44 (0) 1743 761 244
fercoseating.com

